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Abstract

Dummy-based anonymization techniques for protecting the location privacy of mobile

users have appeared in the literature. By generating dummies that move in human-

like trajectories, this approach shows that the location privacy of mobile users can be

preserved. However, the trajectories of mobile users can still be exposed by monitoring

the long-term movement patterns of users. We argue that, once the trajectory of a

user is identified, the locations of the user are exposed. Thus, it is critical to protect

the movement trajectories of mobile users in order to preserve user location privacy. We

propose two schemes that generate consistent movement patterns in the long run. Guided

by three parameters in a user specified privacy profile, namely, short-term disclosure,

long-term disclosure and distance deviation, the proposed schemes derive movement

trajectories for dummies. Moreover, since a user may have multiple frequent movement

trajectories, we further develop one scheme for users with multiple frequent movement

trajectories. The experimental results show that our proposed schemes are more effective

than existing works in protecting movement trajectories.

Keywords —Location privacy, user movement patterns, location-based services.



1 Introduction

Location-based services (LBSs) have emerged as one of the killer applications for mobile

computing and wireless data services. Due to the ubiquitous mobility of users in the mobile

computing environments, users are often interested in acquiring information or services related

to their locations. Examples of such queries include finding the nearest restaurants, ATMs

within 500 meters, friends and traffic conditions which are relevant to the users’ current and

even future locations. While LBSs have been shown to be valuable to users’ daily life, on

the other hand, they also expose users’ privacy to extraordinary threats. Upon requesting

a service, the location information of a user is submitted along with the query to a LBS

provider. These location-dependent queries may disclose sensitive and private information

about users by cross-referencing their location with information of queried location-based data,

such as their habits of dining and transportation, medical condition, political associations,

social affairs, and so on. Therefore, these LBS applications are critical to public safety,

transportation, emergency response, and disaster management. If not well protected, the

location information of users may be misused by some untrustworthy service providers or

attackers. Once the location information of users is exposed, it will be easy for adversaries to

invade users’ privacy. Obviously, it is important to protect location privacy in LBSs.

The problem of location privacy preservation has received growing interests in the research

community [3] [6] [16] [24] [20] [4] [17]. These studies aim at protecting the exact location

information of users from the potential abuse of LBS providers and hackers. Two primary

approaches have been considered: i) the trusted anonymizer based approach; and ii) the

client based approach. In the former, users submit their queries to the LBSs via a third-party

trusted server, called a trusted anonymizer. This trusted anonymizer transforms the exact

locations of a number of users into a cloaked spatial area as a query to obtain data or services

from the LBSs [9] [24] [13]. The second approach assumes no trusted server. Thus, clients

are responsible for anonymizing their own location information before transmitting queries to

the LBS servers. By issuing several fake locations along with their true location to the LBSs,

clients may obtain redundant information or services corresponding to the submitted locations

while preserving their location information [20] [21]. Unwanted information is filtered locally

to obtain the final query results. In both approaches, the true location of a user is either 1)

not distinguishable from those of other users (the trusted anonymizer based approach), or 2)

not distinguishable from the fake locations (the client based approach). Since a trusted server

is not always available, in this paper, we tackle the issues faced in the client based approach.
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Without relying on a trusted server, generating fake user locations (called dummies1)

for location-dependent queries has been shown to be an effective way of preserving location

privacy [20]. The authors in [20] propose generating dummies whose movements are consec-

utive, reflecting realistic user movements. However, the prior work in [20] does not consider

a well-recognized observation, i.e., the movement behaviors of users usually follow certain

patterns [25] [26]. Consequently, adversaries may discover the movement patterns of users

and distinguish the trajectories of true users from the dummies. Figure 1 shows an example

that illustrates the problem we discussed. In the figure, the solid line denotes the movement

trajectory of a true user (denoted as T ) while the dotted lines are the generated trajectories

of dummies (denoted as d1 and d2). Since true users usually exhibit certain human movement

behavior, one is able to identify the solid line as a true user based on the typical movement

behavior of humans (as shown in Figure 1(a)). Thus, it is important to generate dummy

trajectories based on human movement behavior (as shown in Figure 1(b)). Even though this

effort may reduce the chance of the true moving trajectory being identified, a long-term move-

ment pattern can still be collected to filter inconsistent trajectories. For example, comparing

the current trajectories (in Figure 1(c)) with trajectories collected on a different day (e.g.,

Figure 1(b)), one can tell that T is the true trajectory of the user. Once the true movement

trajectory of the user is identified, the locations (i.e., not only the current location but also

the past locations) of the user are disclosed. Thus, we propose that dummy generation not

only demonstrates the movement behavior of the users but also follows consistent, long-term

movement patterns.

Given that adversaries can obtain a set of trajectories, they may have difficulty determining

the true trajectory of a user if dummies are generated following certain movement patterns.

However, the user trajectory is still disclosed to a certain degree. Therefore, we use disclosure

to denote the probability that the user trajectory may be correctly identified by adversaries.

For example, in Figure 1(c), three trajectories are collected and thus the disclosure is 1
3
. To

reduce the disclosure, a naive approach is to simply increase the number of dummies. With

the increase in the number of dummies, the number of query results which tends to increase

may incur communication and client processing costs. Thus, in this paper, we propose some

efficient schemes to generate as few dummy trajectories as possible while still decreasing the

chance of disclosure of the user trajectory.

Nevertheless, an issue exists with regards to these intersecting trajectories. Consider the

example in Figure 1(d); when the generated dummy trajectories are too close to the true

1We follow the terminology in [20] to name the fake user locations as dummy locations and dummies.
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Figure 1: Moving trajectories of user and dummies.

trajectory, a user’s movement trajectory (the shadowed path) may still be exposed and identi-

fied. Thus, our proposed schemes for dummy generation take the factor of distance deviation

among trajectories into consideration. Our approach is to allow users to set up their privacy

profile in terms of disclosures (both short-term and long-term) and distance deviation (more

details to be discussed in Section 3). We propose two schemes, namely, the random pattern

scheme and the intersection-based pattern schemes, to generate dummy trajectories based on

a user’s privacy profile. Since a user may have more than one movement trajectory, we thus

develop one scheme to protect multiple movement trajectories of the user with the minimal

number of dummies. We conduct our experiments on both a real dataset and a synthetic

dataset. The experimental results show that our schemes perform better than the existing

techniques.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are presented in Section

2. Section 3 provides preliminaries, including an attacker model and user profile. Section 4

presents our proposed schemes for generating dummies. Section 5 is devoted to the experi-

mental results. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Works

A significant amount of research efforts have been elaborated on location privacy. These stud-

ies have worked on finding the solutions to allow the mobile users to request LBSs without
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disclosing their privacy. As described before, according to the architecture of location privacy,

these techniques can be further classified into two categories: the trusted anonymizer based

approach and the client based approach. With trusted anonymity servers, many studies have

proposed location cloaking algorithms [14] [12] [13] [11] [2] [29] [27] to reduce the resolution of

location information along spatial and temporal dimensions by blurring the users’ locations

into cloaking regions. By applying k-anonymity methods to location cloaking, the server com-

putes a cloaking region that contains the client user and k − 1 other users, and then uses the

cloaking region instead of the client user location to request the LBS. Based on k-anonymity,

the authors in [9] [8] devised a personalized and customized k-anonymity model that assumes

a different k-anonymity requirement for each user. A framework, called Casper, was devel-

oped in [24], where a grid-based pyramid structure is implemented to index user locations for

both k-anonymity and granularity metrics. Moreover, privacy-aware query processing is de-

veloped when cloaked spatial areas are used as query predicates. The drawback of the trusted

anonymizer approach is that the anonymizer must be trustworthy to all users and reliable

against a single point of failure. In other words, such a trusted server may not always be

available.

Without assuming trusted servers, some client based privacy protection techniques have

been proposed. The frameworks based on cryptographic techniques [10] [19] develop a spatial

transformation to provide location privacy. User locations are encrypted and are only known

by the clients, but this approach could incur additional computation and communication costs.

The dummy based location privacy is proposed by [20] [21] [22]. In the proposed techniques, a

user sends the true user location mixed with fake locations, i.e dummies, to the LBS provider.

The user extracts the necessary information from the reply message while the service provider

can only learn vague details of the user location. However, the problem of the existing dummy

based approach, which is also the main problem associated with the other above works, is that

they only consider the snapshot scenario. Adversaries can comprehend the user movements

when tracking data during long-term observations. The sequence of location data can be used

to discover a rough trajectory by applying data mining techniques. Although the authors

in [28] [23] brought the concept of trajectory protection under historical attack, similar to the

problem our research addresses, they have to promise that the LBS provider is reliable and

secure because of their cloaking approach.

Our research addresses location privacy issues from the aspect of long-term observation,

and is essentially a dummy based approach to get rid of the trusted server. Since users

usually follow certain movement patterns, we intend to generate dummies whose trajectories
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have consistent and long-term movement patterns. Furthermore, to protect user movement

trajectories, a new kind of user privacy profile is proposed. Based on the user privacy profile,

we develop some efficient schemes to generate dummies to fulfill the user privacy profiles.

These features differentiates our paper from the existing works.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, some assumptions and notations are presented first. Then, we discuss how

to utilize sequential pattern mining to identify user trajectories. Finally, a new kind of user

privacy profile is presented.

3.1 Assumptions and Notations

We assume that no trusted server is available for location anonymization. Wireless networks

are only responsible for communication and will not reveal the locations of mobile users.

Mobile clients are location-aware (via GPS or network based positioning techniques). To

facilitate the location description, we use a cell identifier to represent a user location. Users

are free to move in the space, which is divided into grid cells. Each grid cell has a cell

identifier, (x, y), indicating that this cell is located at the x column and the y row of the

space. Furthermore, using a cell identifier to denote user locations gives an indistinct spatial

resolution to adversaries and enhances a certain level of location privacy [21] [22] [24], as

opposed to using a precise identifier such as GPS coordinates.

Upon receiving a user query, a mobile client Ui sends the query to the LBSs through a

secured connection that will not get hijacked. A query message issued by a mobile user Ui

to a LBS server at time slot t is defined as M = {uid, ⟨Lt
i, L

t
d1, L

t
d2...L

t
dn⟩, Q}, where uid is

the pseudonym user identification, Lt
i is the true user location, Lt

d1, L
t
d2, ..., L

t
dn are n dummy

locations, respectively, and Q is the location-dependent query issued. Therefore, given m

consecutive queries, the trajectory of mobile user Ui is {L1
i , L

2
i , ..., L

m
i }, while the trajectory

of dummy dx is { L1
dx, L

2
dx, ..., L

m
dx}). Here, L

j
i (and Lj

dx, respectively) denotes the location of

user Ui (and dummy dx, respectively) at the jth time slot. Denote a trajectory of mobile user

Ui as Ti={TL1
i,, TL

2
i , ..., TL

m
i }, where TLj

i is the location in a trajectory T of mobile user Ui

at the jth time slot .
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Figure 2: An illustrative trajectories of user Ui and its dummies.

3.2 Adversary Attack Model: Mining Movement Patterns

Adversaries can possibly collect and discover user movement patterns because the movement

behaviors of users usually follow some habitual patterns. For instance, adversaries may be

able to employ sequential pattern mining to discover user movement patterns [1] [15] [5].

Consider the example in Figure 2, where a solid line is the frequent trajectory of a true

user Ui, and the dotted lines are the trajectories of two dummies. The detailed of trajec-

tory information is shown in Table 2. By utilizing sequential pattern mining techniques

in [1] (a user-specified threshold minimum support is set to equal 2 ), a movement pattern

(i.e.,(7,3)⇒(6,3)⇒(5,2)⇒(4,2)⇒(3,2)) is discovered. Verified with trajectories of Ui in Table

1, the discovered movement pattern is the true trajectory of user Ui. This example highlights

the problem that a dummy-based approach without generating consistent, long-term move-

ment patterns for dummies may fail to achieve location privacy. Adversaries could distinguish

the user’s true location from dummies by monitoring the movement patterns over the long

run. Once movement patterns are discovered, one can easily identify the true positions of the

user, no matter how many dummies are generated. Consequently, the main objective of this

study is not only to protect user location privacy, but also to preserve trajectory privacy from

threats due to long-term movement observations.

3.3 User Privacy Profile

Our proposal of dummy pattern generation allows the users to set up their privacy profiles to

fulfill the requirements to protect their location and trajectory privacy.

We have to consider the following three requirements to enhance privacy preservation

before explaining how the proposed schemes work to achieve the user location privacy by
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User Id T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Day 1 User A (7,3) (6,3) (5,2) (4,2) (3,2)

Dummy X (6,1) (6,2) (5,2) (4,1) (3,1)

Dummy Y (3,4) (2,4) (1,4) (1,3) (1,2)

Day 2 User A (7,3) (6,3) (5,2) (4,2) (3,2)

Dummy X (2,2) (2,1) (3,1) (4,1) (5,1)

Dummy Y (5,4) (5,3) (4,3) (3,3) (2,3)

Table 1: An example of trajectories for Ui with his dummy trajectories

dummy pattern generation:

Requirement 1. Given the current locations of a true user and dummies, the probability

of successfully identifying the user’s true location is smaller than a threshold value specified.

Requirement 2. Given a true user trajectory and n dummies, the probability of successfully

identifying the true trajectory is smaller than a threshold value specified.

Requirement 3. Given a true user trajectory and n dummies, the average of distance

difference, which is denoted as distance deviation among the trajectories of a true user and

dummies must be larger than a threshold value specified.

Based on the above requirements, the disclosure probability of a user’s location or tra-

jectory can be reduced. An adversary may not be able to distinguish the user’s trajectory

or locations from dummies. As such, both location and trajectory privacy can be preserved.

Therefore, users may set up their privacy profile, which is specified by the following three

parameters corresponding to the requirements:

1. Short-term Disclosure (SD): This parameter specifies the requirement for protecting

the current user location. Thus, given a set of current locations (including true and

dummy locations), SD is the probability of successfully identifying the true user location,

i.e., SD = 1
m

∑m
i=1

1
|Di| , where m is the number of time slots in a trajectory, Di is the

set of true and dummy locations at the ith time slot, and |Di| is the size ofDi.

2. Long-term Disclosure (LD): This parameter specifies the requirement for protecting

the user trajectory. Given n trajectories, among which k trajectories have intersected

with other trajectories and (n − k) trajectories do not have any intersections. Thus,

for those (n − k) trajectories, we have exactly (n − k) possible trajectories. For those

k trajectories, we may enumerate all possible trajectories by exhaustively traversing

intersections from the start point of each trajectory to the end point. In order not to
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distract readers from the main theme of this paper, we simply denote the number of

possible trajectories among k trajectories as Tk. Consequently, we have LD as 1
Tk+(n−k)

.

3. Distance deviation (dst): The distance deviation (dst) is the average of the distance

difference among the trajectories of the dummies and the user. As a result, the dst

of mobile user Ui is formulated as 1
m
∗ 1

n
∗
∑n

k=1

∑m
j=1 dist(TL

j
i , L

j
dk), where dist is the

average distance between the true user location and the dummy locations in the unit of

grid cell size.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Trajectories with intersection points.

Figure 3 shows an example of generated dummy trajectories, while Table 2 shows the

trajectories as well as the number of current locations (Di) and distance deviation at different

time slots. Thus, we can derive SD = 1
6
(1
3
+ 1

3
+ 1

2
+ 1

3
+ 1

2
+ 1

3
) = 7

18
. Furthermore, for
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Time slot 1 2 3 4 5 6

True user (7,3) (6,3) (5,2) (4,2) (3,2) (2,2)

Dummy X (6,1) (6,2) (5,2) (5,3) (6,4) (7,4)

Dummy Y (1,4) (2,4) (3,4) (3,3) (3,2) (3,1)

|Di| 3 3 2 3 2 3

Dist 4.2 2.6 1.4 1.4 1.8 3.4

Table 2: Privacy measurement of dummy trajectories.

each time slot, we could derive distance differences between dummy and true trajectories to

obtain the average distance deviation as 2.47. To facilitate the derivation of total possible

trajectories, Figure 3(a) is transformed into Figure 3(b), where the intersection points (i.e.,

cell (5, 2) and (3, 2)) are marked. Since these three trajectories have two intersection points,

it can be verified that we have 8 possible trajectories (i.e., ad, aLe, aLf, bd, bLe, bLf, ce, cf).

As such, we can have long-term disclosure LD = 1
8+(3−3)

= 1
8
.

4 Dummy-based Schemes for Generating Dummies with

Movement Patterns

Given a privacy profile, our goal is to generate dummies with long term, consistent movement

patterns (i.e. dummy trajectories) that satisfy the user privacy requirements. Explicitly,

given a frequent movement trajectory of a user, we propose two dummy generation schemes

to generate dummy trajectories, namely the random pattern scheme and the intersection

pattern-based schemes. Then, given a set of frequent movement trajectories of a user, we

develop one scheme to generate dummies with movement patterns by using as few dummies

as possible.

4.1 Random Pattern Scheme

To generate dummies with movement patterns, a dummy with its own starting point and

destination should first be determined. After that, a movement trajectory between the starting

point and the destination is randomly derived. Specifically, a movement trajectory consists

of a sequence of grid cells that are decided by the speed of a dummy and three movement

types, where the movement types are horizontal movement, vertical movement, and both

horizontal and vertical movement. Due to the movement nature of humans, the velocity
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Figure 4: (a) original pattern. (b) trajectory generated by random pattern scheme.

of dummies should be bounded and smaller than user maximum moving velocity. Once a

movement trajectory between the starting point and the destination is derived, the dummy will

frequently follow the user movement trajectory. As such, even after a long term observation,

it is difficult for adversaries to discern the true user and the dummy trajectories since the

dummies also exhibit long term and consistent movement patterns. Given an original user

movement trajectory in Figure 4(a), a dummy trajectory is generated by the random pattern

scheme as shown in Figure 4(b). As pointed out earlier, the generation of dummies should

satisfy the user privacy profile. Thus, we will evaluate whether the number of dummies with

their frequent movement trajectories is sufficient for user privacy profiles or not. If the user

privacy profile is not satisfied, more dummies are simply added in this scheme. Hence, in the

following scheme, we will judiciously derive dummy trajectories to fulfill user privacy profiles

with the purpose of minimizing the number of dummies.

4.2 Intersection Pattern-based Scheme

The main idea of this scheme is to minimize the number of dummies while still guaranteeing the

user privacy requirements. The concept is to have some intersections among the trajectories

of the dummies and a user. Clearly, increasing the number of intersections is benefical to

both short-term and long-term disclosures. We thus propose two intersection-based dummy

generation methods, i.e., rotation dummy generation and k-intersect dummy generation.

4.2.1 Rotation Dummy Generation

Given a user trajectory, we generate a new trajectory for a dummy by rotating the known

user trajectory. Clearly, the rotation point of the true user trajectory is an intersection point.

Figure 5 shows an example of generating dummies by rotating the true user trajectory, where

the dotted trajectory is the dummy trajectory.
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In this rotation pattern scheme, generated dummy trajectories should fulfill the privacy

profile of the user. Since there are three requirements in privacy profiles, our approach first

derives the solution space for the requirement of distance derivation. Then, within this so-

lution space, we obtain the short-term and long-term disclosures (i.e., SD and LD). The

trajectories with disclosures that are smaller than what specified in privacy profile are se-

lected as the dummy trajectories. With the proper selection of dummy trajectories, we can

minimize the number of dummies so as to satisfy the user privacy requirements. In order to

derive the solution space for the distance derivation (i.e., dst), both the rotation angle and the

rotation point within a true user trajectory have a great impact on the distance deviation. To

simplify the derivation of the distance deviation, assume that we have a true user trajectory

T intersected with a dummy trajectory D, which is generated by T , in Figure 6(a), where

the distance between two consecutive movements is vt under the assumption that the user

moving speed is v and the length of a time slot is t. The rotation point is the location (Xi,

Yi) at the ith time slot in a true user trajectory, and the rotation angle is θ. d is the distance

difference between the location of a true user and that of a dummy at the (i+ 1)th time slot.

According to the cosine theorem, we have d =
√
2|vt|

√
1− cos θ. Hence, we could derive the

distance deviation of these two trajectories as follows:

dstr =
1

m
∗ ((d+ ...+ id) + (d+ ...+ (m− i)d)) (1)

=
√
2|vt|

√
1− cos θ ∗ (

i∑
j=0

j +
m−i∑
j=0

j) (2)

From the above derivation, we could conclude that both the rotation angle (i.e., θ) and

the rotation point (i.e.,i) are important to distance deviation. Furthermore, assume that we

have n dummy trajectories and the distance deviation of n dummy trajectories is dstn. If one

dummy is added into the set of n dummies, the (n+ 1) dummies should be larger or equal to

the requirement of the distance deviation (i.e., dst). Thus, we have the following formula:

n

n+ 1
dstn +

1

n+ 1
dstr ≥ dst

=⇒ dstr ≥ (n+ 1)dst− n(dstn) (3)

Consequently, when one dummy is added into the current set of dummies, this dummy

should have a constraint on dstr ≥ (n+1)dst−n(dstn). Therefore, we could have the solution

space shown in Figure 6(c). For each point (expressed by (θ, i)) in the solution space, we
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Figure 7: An example of the rotation pattern scheme.

should calculate the corresponding disclosure and then select the solution point with minimal

disclosures. If the disclosures are still larger than the required disclosures, one should repeat

the above procedure to add one additional dummy until all of the requirements in the privacy

profile are satisfied.

For example, consider a true trajectory (the line marked with T) in Figure 7(a) and a

user privacy profile (i.e., SD = 40%, LD = 10%, dst = 2.1). Initially, there is no dummy

(i.e., n = 0) and dst0 = 0. As such, we could have dstr ≥ (0 + 1) ∗ 2.1. Table 3(a) shows

some selected possible solutions when the number of dummies is 0. In Table 3(a), the solution

(i.e.,(120o, 5)) is selected and then n is increased to 1. The value of dst1 is updated accordingly.

However, since the disclosures are still larger than the required values (i.e., 56.25% ≥ 40% and

25% ≥ 10%), we should add one more dummy to reduce the disclosures. Following the same

procedure, we have dstr ≥ (1+1)∗2.1−1∗2.8, and Table 3(b) is the solution space when the

number of dummies is one. From Table 3(b), one could select (80o, 6) since the corresponding

disclosures are smaller than the required values. Hence, all requirements satisfy the user

privacy profile and no more dummy need to be added. Figure 7(b) shows the final dummy

trajectories.

Note that with more intersections among trajectories, lower disclosures are expected. Thus,

we consider letting newly added dummies have more intersections with the existing trajec-

tories, including a true user trajectory and dummy trajectories. For example, in Figure 8,

dummy d2 is added and there are already two trajectories (i.e., one true trajectory T and

one dummy trajectory d1). The added dummy d2 has intersections not only with the true

trajectory T but also with another dummy trajectory d1. Now, we have to determine some

constraints on the rotation angle between T and d2 (i.e., β) to increase the number of inter-
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θ i SD LD

120 5 56.25% 25%*

50 3 56.25% 25%

180 1 56.25% 25%

(a). Solution space when n=0

θ i SD LD

170 8 37.5% 16.67%

120 7 37.5% 12.5%

80 6 39.6% 8.33%*

(b). Solution space when n=1

Table 3: A solution space.

Figure 8: Generating more intersections among dummy trajectories.

sections among trajectories. Suppose that the rotation angle between T and d1 is α and the

intersection of trajectory i and j is denoted as Ii,j. In Figure 8(a), the distance between IT,d1

and Id1,d2 is L, and the distance between IT,d1 and IT,d2 is D. By exploring the sine theorem,

we have the following formula:

D

sin(β − α)
=

L

sin(180◦ − β)

Obviously, the rotation angle (i.e., β) has two cases to be considered - d1 intersects with

T before d2 intersects with T (β ≥ α), or after d2 intersects with T (β < α) as shown in 8(a)

and 8(b), respectively. Let m be the total time slot and i be the intersection of d1 and T . If

d1 and d2 intersect, we could have (m− i) ≥ L. Thus, we have the following formulas:
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If β ≥ α
m− i

D
≥ L

D
=

sin(180◦ − β)

sin(β − α)
=

sin β

sin(β − α)
(4)

If β < α
m− i

D
≥ L

D
=

sin(180◦ − α)

sin(α− β)
=

sinα

sin(α− β)
(5)

From the above derivation, we can further reduce the candidate sets of rotation point i and

rotation angle β for dummy d2. Consequently, when one dummy trajectory is added to a set

of trajectories by rotation generation, we will select one existing dummy trajectory and use

the above formulas to determine the rotation point and the rotation angle from the solution

spaces of distance derivation.

The complete rotation dummy generation algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. The

algorithm takes the user privacy profile P = {SD,LD, dst} and a user’s trajectory T as

input. The result of the algorithm is to generate a set of dummy trajectories which satisfied

with the requirements of the privacy profile. We use the greedy approach to find the solution

space. In addition, we reduce the number of candidates in the solution space(lines 2∼4) by

increasing the number of intersections with the existing dummy trajectories. Each solution

is a combination (θ, i) which makes dummy(θ, i) satisfy the required dstr and constrains on

candidate reduction (lines 6∼15). If the disclosures of each set (θ, i) in the solution space

are still larger than the required profile, one should add one additional dummy selected from

the solution space and repeat the procedure until all of the requirements are satisfied (lines

16∼19). The time complexity of the algorithm is O(nm), where n is the number of dummy

trajectories and m is the length of the user’s trajectory.

4.2.2 K-intersected Dummy Generation

In the rotation dummy generation scheme, each dummy trajectory has only one intersection

point with the true user trajectory. To reduce the disclosure of a true user trajectory, the

number of dummy trajectories may need to be increased to satisfy the requirements of the user

privacy profile. Intuitively, when the number of intersection points increases, more possible

trajectories are generated and then the query cost is also increased. Therefore, we propose

the K-intersected dummy generation scheme to reduce the number of dummy trajectories but

increase the number of intersected points. In this scheme, the number of intersection points

between a true trajectory and a dummy trajectory is K, where K is a parameter specified by

a user.

To understand the idea behind K-intersected dummy generation, we consider the example

in Figure 9, where K is set to 2. The bold-circle points are the intersection points that selected
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Algorithm 1: Rotation Dummy Generation

Input: A trajectory T = {TL1
i , TL

2
i , ..., TL

m
i } and a privacy profile P = {SD,LD, dst}

Output: A set of dummy trajectories D = {d1, d2, ..., dj , ..., dn}

1 Initialization: Let n = 0 and dstn = 0;

2 if n ≥ 1 then

3 /* To increase the intersections and reduce the candidate dummies */

4 Random select a dummy trajectory dj from D;

5 /* Check if each P ′((dummy(i, θ), T,D) is satisfied with P ;otherwise put dummy(i, θ) into solution

space as a candidate dummy */

6 for i = 1 to m do

7 for θ = 1 to 180 do

8 if dstr(i, θ) ≥ (n+ 1) ∗ dst− n ∗ dstn and CandidateReduce(dj , i, θ) then

9 if P ′((dummy(i, θ), T,D) is satisfied with P then

10 dn+1(i, θ) → D and return;

11 else

12 ds(i, θ) → solution space S

13 end

14 end

15 end

16 /* add a dummy to reduce the disclosures */

17 dn+1 =DummySelect(S, P ) → D;

18 n = n+ 1 and update dstn;

19 go to Line 2;

from a true user trajectory T at first. Obviously, some considerations should be taken into

account when determining these intersection points. For example, the intersection points

should not be those sensitive or important places, which may easily disclose user privacy [7].

The selection of intersection points is not the main theme of this paper so that it is beyond

the scope of our discussion. Next, a dummy trajectory D is generated by composing two

sets of sub-dummy trajectories. One is the sub-dummy trajectory between K intersection

points, i.e. the sub-dummy trajectory within the dotted square. The other is the set of sub-

dummy trajectories which do not contain intersection points, i.e. the sub-dummy trajectories

which are not included in the dotted square. In order to generate the sub-dummy trajectory

between K intersection points, we borrow the concept of random dummy generation in that

the starting point and the end point are those consecutive intersection points and then the

trajectory is obtained by random movements from the starting point to the end point. For

the generation of sub-dummy trajectories which do not contain intersection points, we explore
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T

D

Figure 9: An example of K-intersected pattern scheme with K = 2.

rotation dummy generation. Denote the intersection points as C = C1, C2, ..., Ck, where

Ci is the ith intersection point. The intersection points C1 and Ck are defined as rotation

points. Similar to rotation dummy generation, we have to determine the solution space of

distance derivation first. Donate that dstk is the distance deviation among intersection points.

Suppose that a is the length of a trajectory between the intersection points C1 and Ck and

dstr is the solution space of the distance derivation for the dummy trajectories which do not

contain intersection points. Since distance deviation of a dummy trajectory should fulfill the

requirement (i.e., dst) defined in the user privacy profile, we have the following derivation:

(m− a) ∗ dstr + a ∗ dstk
m

≥ dst

=⇒ dstr ≥ m ∗ dst− a ∗ dstk
m− a

(6)

After deriving the solution space for distance derivation, one can select the rotation angle

which satisfies the requirements of the user privacy profile. Note that if the discourses do not

fit the requirements of the user privacy profile, one would need to add one more dummy by

repeating the above procedure.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the K-intersected dummy generation algorithm. The

user specifies the number of intersected pointsK besides the privacy profile P = {SD,LD, dst}

and a user’s trajectory T as input. At the beginning, the intersection points are selected from

the user’s trajectory (line 3). A dummy trajectory is generated by composing two sets of

sub-dummy trajectories. One is the sub-dummy trajectory between intersection points and is

generated by using random dummy generation (lines 4∼6). The other is the set of sub-dummy

trajectories which do not contain intersection points and is generated by exploring rotation

dummy generation (lines 7∼14). In the solution space, each solution is a dummy(θ) which

satisfies the required dstr. If the disclosures of each solution are still larger than the required

profile, one should add one additional dummy selected from the solution space and repeat the
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Algorithm 2: K-intersected Dummy Generation

Input: A trajectory T = {TL1
i , TL

2
i , ..., TL

m
i }, a privacy profile P = {SD,LD, dst}, and K

Output: A set of dummy trajectories D = {d1, d2, ...dj , ..., dn} and each dj = {drandom, drotation}

1 /* drandom : sub-dummy trajectory between intersection points and drotation : sub-dummy trajectory

does not contain intersection points */

2 Initialization: Let n = 0 and dstn = 0;

3 C =IntersectedPointSelect(T );/* Select intersection points C = {c1, c2, ..., ck} */

4 /* Random dummy generation for drandom */

5 drandom=RandomDummyGeneration(T,C);

6 /* Rotation dummy generation for drotation */

7 for θ = 1 to 180 do

8 if dstr(θ) is satisfied with Equation (6) then

9 if P ′((drandom, drotation(θ), T,D) is satisfied with P then

10 dn+1(θ) → D and return;

11 else

12 ds(θ) → solution space S

13 end

14 end

15 /* add a dummy to reduce the disclosures */

16 dn+1 =DummySelect(S, P ) → D;

17 n = n+ 1 and update dstn;

18 go to Line 3;

procedure until all of the requirements are satisfied (lines 15∼18). The time complexity of the

algorithm is O(n), where n is the number of dummy trajectories.

4.3 Generating Dummies for Users with Multiple Trajectories

The prior schemes only derive dummy trajectories when one trajectory is given. However,

in realistic scenarios, a user may have more than one frequent movement trajectory [26].

Given the multiple movement trajectories of a user, in this section, we propose one scheme to

efficiently generate dummies.

For users who have multiple movement trajectories, one naive method is to generate

dummy trajectories for each user trajectory. Suppose that a user has k frequent movement

trajectories and for each movement trajectory, we need to have n dummy trajectories to satisfy

the user privacy profile, where dummy trajectories are determined by the above two schemes.

When a user issues a query in this method, the total number of generated dummy trajectories

along with the query is n*k. Although this naive method guarantees that each movement
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Figure 10: An example of multiple trajectories of a user.

trajectory satisfies the user privacy profile, the number of dummies is huge. Therefore, we

propose the Multiple Rotation Dummy Generation (MRDG) scheme to generate dummies

with multiple trajectories with the purpose of minimizing the number of dummies.

As mentioned before, a user’s movement behavior may have multiple trajectories. These

trajectories usually have some overlaps that are referred as a partial similarity among tra-

jectories. Each of them has a corresponding appearance frequency (i.e., the probability of

appearing). Consider the example in Figure 10, where a user has three frequent trajectories

A,B and C with their corresponding probabilities. It can be observed that these trajectories

have some partial overlaps. The overlapped area can be used as a rotation point in MRDG.

When the rotation point is determined, the steps to derive a dummy’s trajectories are similar

to the rotation dummy generation scheme. By rotating the whole trajectories, one dummy’s

trajectory is derived. One can select the rotation angle which satisfies the requirements of

the user privacy profile from the solution space of the distance derivation. For the example in

Figure 10, the trajectories which are represented as solid lines are the movement behavior of

the user. We rotate the whole true trajectories as one dummy’s trajectories. Two dummies

with their multiple trajectories are generated using the rotation dummy scheme (shown as

dotted and dashed lines). Obviously, the rotation point selection should be considered. The

rotation points should not be sensitive or important locations for a user. Two strategies for

selecting rotation points are proposed.

Probability-based Strategy: Assume that a user has multiple trajectories with their

corresponding probabilities. For each query point (i.e. location) in the each trajectory, we can

calculate the sum of the probabilities of trajectories. Then, the query point with the maximal

probability will be selected as a rotation point.

Trajectory-based Strategy: In this strategy, for each query point, we calculate the num-
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ber of trajectories passing through. The query point with the maximal number of trajectories

passing by is selected as a rotation point.

5 Performance Study

In this section, extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of our pro-

posed schemes. We first describe the simulation model and then show the experimental results.

5.1 Simulation Model

We use both real and synthetic datasets to evaluate our proposed schemes. The real dataset

is derived from the INFATI project [18], a set of trajectories that are collected from a set of

cars equipped with GPS receivers in the city of Aalborg. The space of Aalborg is divided into

100*100 grid cells. The location query is issued every s seconds and the default value of s is set

to 30. In order to investigate our proposed schemes, we also use synthetic datasets generated

by a trajectory generator. Specifically, the space consists of 50*50 grid cells whose size is

10m*10m in our simulation. Assume that the number of time slots is 20 and there exists a

movement pattern for each user, i.e. the pattern has a starting point and a destination point.

Then, those grid cells between the starting point and the destination are selected based on

the nature of the movement, (i.e. the next move is a neighboring cell of the current location).

Three movement types are implemented, horizontal movement, vertical movement, and both.

To emphasize the privacy threat of long-term observation, we implement the prior work

in [20] [21], called the dummy scheme. Suppose that adversaries are able to collect the query

log in which the movements of dummies and true users are recorded. Adversaries may employ

data mining techniques [26] to discover the movement patterns of users. To evaluate the

simulation results, the performance metrics are as follows:

Number of dummies: Number of dummies is the number of dummies generated to satisfy

the user privacy profile.

Pattern exposure rate: Pattern exposure rate is measured as a ratio between the trajectory

exposed and the total length of the trajectories.

Query cost: Query cost is the number of query results incurred in terms of the number of

messages.
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(a) INFATI dataset
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(b) Our synthetic data

Figure 11: Pattern exposure with various query frequencies.

5.2 Experimental Results

In Section 5.2.1, we verify that long-term disclosure is a location privacy threat, and investi-

gate the impact of long-term disclosure. Sensitive analysis of generating dummy trajectories

is conducted in Section 5.2.2. Section 5.2.3 presents the performance study of multiple tra-

jectories for dummies.

5.2.1 Impact of Long-term Disclosure

We first verify our claim that long-term disclosure is a location privacy threat for dummy

techniques. The fake user locations generated by the dummy scheme and our proposed scheme

(i.e., the rotation dummy scheme)are mixed with true user locations into requests. The

query frequency is varied from 20% to 100%, where the query frequency is the inverse of the

query time interval. The sequential pattern mining technique [1] is implemented to discover

user trajectory patterns. As seen in Figure 11, the experiment results show two important

observations. First, the pattern exposure grows when the query frequency increases. Second,

as the number of collected query logs increases with time (the number of days), the pattern

exposure grows. These observations are attributed to the fact that adversaries can collect a

sufficient number of query logs by monitoring long-term movements, and then user movement

patterns can be discovered even if the location information includes dummies.

We next investigate the impact of movement. Suppose a privacy profile is set to SD =

20%, LD = 10%, and dst = 2.8. We compare our rotation pattern scheme with the dummy

scheme. Figure 12 shows the experimental result that when the amount of collected data

increases with the time, both the SD and LD of the dummy scheme increase. This agrees

with our claim that a long-term privacy threat exists if dummies do not follow long-term,
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Figure 12: The performance comparison of dummy without movement patterns and dummy

with movement patterns.
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Figure 13: The performance of schemes Random, Rotate and K-intersected.

consistent movement patterns. Once a sufficient amount of data is collected, the true user

trajectory is exposed by using the existing dummy method, resulting in 100% disclosure in

terms of SD and LD. On the contrary, our scheme remains within the specified disclosures

(i.e., SD = 20%, LD = 10%) and indicates that generating dummies with patterns could

prevent both short-term and long-term location privacy.

5.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Dummy Generation Schemes

Next, the performance of our proposed schemes, that is, the random pattern, rotation pattern

and K-intersected pattern schemes (denoted as Random, Rotate and K-intersected, respec-

tively) are compared. As mentioned earlier, when the privacy requirements are not satisfied,

additional dummies are included. However, a large number of dummies increases the query

message length, leading to a considerable cost in communication and client processing. Thus,

one should use as few dummies as possible to satisfy the user privacy profiles. The per-

formance of the Random, Rotate and K-intersected with the value of SD varied is shown in
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Figure 14: The performance of K-intersected with various K.

Figure 13(a), where LD = 50%, dst = 2.8 and K is set to 2. Since SD is related to short-term

disclosure, these schemes use almost the same number of dummies to fulfill the requirement of

SD. Furthermore, the experiment of varying LD is conducted while SD = 50% and dst = 2.8.

It can be seen in Figure 13(b) that both Rotate and K-intersected use a smaller number of

dummies to meet the LD requirement than Random does. By intersecting trajectories, Rotate

and K-intersected are able to increase the number of possible trajectories. Hence, Rotate and

K-intersected only need a smaller number of dummies than Random does to meet the privacy

requirements.

We also investigate how the performance of the K-intersected scheme is affected by various

K. Given a privacy profile (SD=20%, LD=10% and dst=2.8), the performance of the K-

intersected scheme varied with K as shown in Figure 14. Although lower disclosures are

expected when more intersections exist among trajectories, the number of dummies still grows

slowly as the number of intersections (K) increases. More intersections among trajectories

may enumerate more possible trajectories and result in lower LD. On the other hand, the

more intersections among trajectories may reduce the number of dummy locations at a certain

time slot and result in higher SD. Thus, we have to add more dummies to satisfy the SD

requirement while the number of intersections (K) increases.

To highlight that the benefit of increasing the number of intersection points is able to reduce

the query cost, we conduct the query cost evaluation for Random, Rotate and K-intersected

schemes. Assume that the query result is set to 10. The query costs of these proposed schemes

are shown in Figure 15(a) and (b). In Figure 15(a), the query cost decreases as the value of

SD increases. With a larger SD, the number of dummies is increasing. Consequently, caching

more query results can be used in the future. As mentioned before, given a SD, the number

of dummies generated from these three schemes is almost the same. Thus, the query costs of

these three schemes are very close. Figure 15(b) shows the query costs of the three schemes
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Figure 15: The query cost of scheme Random, Rotate and K-intersected.

with the value of LD varied. As can be seen in Figure 15(b), the query cost also decreases

as LD increases. This is because more dummies are required to satisfy a larger value of

LD. Moreover, for the same value of LD, both Rotate and K-intersected performs better than

Random. The reason is that more intersection points are able to increase the cache utilization,

which significantly reduces the query cost.

5.2.3 Performance Evaluation of Dummy Generation for Multiple Trajectories

In this section, we examine the performance evaluation for users with multiple trajectories.

Assume that a user has n trajectories and each trajectory has its appearing frequency. Denote

the appearing frequency of the ith trajectory as Pi. The appearing frequency of each trajectory

is modeled as Zipf distribution. Explicitly, the appearing frequency is formulated as follows:

Px=k =


( 1
k
)θ

n∑
i=1

(1
i
)θ

, k = 1, ..., n

0 , otherwise

(7)

By varying the value of θ, we simulate various movement behaviors. With a higher value

of θ, some trajectories are more frequently traveled by a user, whereas if θ = 0, each tra-

jectory has the same appearing frequency. As a result, Zipf distribution follows an uniform-

distribution in that the user will have the same probability for each trajectory. To facilitate

the presentation of this experiment, the scheme of naive multiple trajectories for dummies

is abbreviated as ”Naive”. Two strategies in the scheme of multiple rotation dummy gen-

eration are denoted as MRDG-P (for the probability-based strategy) and MRDG-T (for the

trajectory-based strategy).

The performance evaluation with varying SD and LD for the three schemes is conducted.
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Figure 16: Number of dummies used in schemes Naive, MRDG-P and MRDG-T.
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Figure 17: The query cost of Naive, MRDG-P and MRDG-T.

The number of dummies is set to 5 and the value of θ is set to 0.5. As can be seen in Figure

16, the number of dummies in MRDG-P and MRDG-T is smaller than that in Naive with

varying SD and LD. Note that, with a smaller value of SD and LD, the number of dummies in

the Naive scheme is drastically increased. This is due to the fact that with a smaller value of

SD and LD, a higher degree of location privacy is preserved. Thus, the number of dummies is

increased to meet the high privacy requirements. The results shows that both MRDG-P and

MRDG-T use the smaller number of dummies to achieve the user privacy profile by exploring

the rotation of multiple trajectories.

We next investigate the impact on θ (i.e. various moving habits) to MRDGs. We set

the value of θ to range from 0 to 1, and the number of trajectories is 5. Figure 17(a) gives

the comparison of query cost with various moving habits. Obviously, the Naive scheme has

the largest query cost among these three schemes. The result indicates that our proposed

schemes MRDG-P and MRDG-T are able to effectively generate dummies with trajectories.

Then, the experiments of varying the number of trajectories are conducted. It can be seen in

Figure 17(b) that with a larger number of trajectories, the query cost of the Naive scheme is

significantly increased. However, the query cost of MRDG-P and MRDG-T remains almost

the same. The reason is that the number of dummies derived is determined by the user privacy
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profile. Thus, by rotating multiple trajectories, the number of dummies is minimized and the

query cost is reduced as well.

6 Conclusion

We observed that existing works using dummies to protect location privacy are still exposed

to privacy threats in the long run. By exploring data mining techniques, adversaries may be

able to discover user movement patterns and then invade user location privacy. To deal with

this problem, we proposed several schemes to derive dummy trajectories, namely, the random

scheme and the intersection schemes. Specifically, the random pattern scheme randomly

generates dummies with consistent movement patterns, while the rotation pattern scheme

and K-intersected dummy generation scheme explore the idea of creating intersections among

trajectories. We also provide a specific scheme to deal with the case of generating dummies

with multiple trajectories. The performance analysis shows that by generating dummies with

movement patterns, our proposal outperforms existing dummy-based schemes for protecting

the trajectories and locations of mobile users.
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